TOWN OF SIDNEY

MUNICIPAL PLANNER
(Regular, Full-Time)

The Town of Sidney’s Development Services Department is seeking a full-time Municipal Planner to join their team.

Located on the Saanich Peninsula, Sidney is a vibrant waterfront community with a population of almost 12,000. The Town provides a high energy, creative and collegial work environment that supports balanced professional and personal activities.

The Municipal Planner is responsible for a wide range of planning tasks, including: reviewing, processing and making recommendations on development applications; assisting in developing policy related to current and long-term planning; attending meetings representing the Town on planning-related issues; responding to public inquiries regarding development proposals; maintaining the database system for tracking development applications; and conducting research and analyzing statistical data. This is a technical and administrative position, and a detailed job description is available at [www.sidney.ca](http://www.sidney.ca).

University degree in Urban Planning and previous local government experience are essential.

This is a regular, full-time Union position with a salary of $41.41 - $45.01/hr, plus comprehensive benefits package.

Interested individuals are invited to submit a resume and covering letter, outlining their qualifications and experience, to: Town of Sidney, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, BC, V8L 1Y7 or email: [careers@sidney.ca](mailto:careers@sidney.ca) by 4:00 pm, Monday, August 24, 2020.

We thank all applicants for their interest, however only those selected for an interview will be contacted.